
ECOLOGICAL LIME PAINT



NATURAL DESIGN & ARCHITECTURE





Do you want to know more?

ibizaliving.net

Inspired by the unique Spirit of Ibiza,                           is an architects studio based in Santa Eulalia. 

We at                           are known for innovation and pushing boundaries in building and design, and more 

recently for our developing philosophy of sustainable builds that incorporate the axioms of sacred geometry 

while remaining true to the timeless Ibizan spirit. 

In our desire to share our vision, and within that same framework and philosophy, we are proud to present 

an                           line of home decoration and building materials. Star of which is our recent relaunching of 

centuries old lime paint for your home: We give you                           FINCA WHITE



ECO-FRIENDLY

W A T E R P R O O F I N G

G O O D  T H E R M A L  C O N D U C T I V I T Y

BETTER  REFRACT ION OF  THE  SUN’S  RAYS

E N E R Y  S A V I N G  I N  A I R - C O N D I T I O N I N G

F U N G I C I D E  A N D  B I O C I D E

A N T I - A L L E R G I C

H E A L T H Y
R E S I S T A N T

B R E A T H A B L E

E A S Y  T O  A P P L Y



Based on natural elements.

ECOLOGICAL PAINTING01.

Avoids humidity.

BREATHABLE02.

Prevents germs from being spread.

FUNGICIDE AND BIOCIDE03.

Mites and moulds are avoided.

ANTI-ALLERGIC04.

Breathes without allowing water to seep in.

WATERPROOFING05.

It avoids contrasts of cold and hot zones in walls and ceilings so that fungus does not 
proliferate.

GOOD THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY06.

Cooler homes in summer.

UV REFRACTION AND ENERGY SAVING07.

It is resistant to friction and does not stain.

RESISTANT08.

With brush, roller and spray gun.

EASY APPLICATION09.

On plaster, cement, lime mortar, plasterboard and plastic paint.

FOR ALL SURFACES10.

No volatile toxic elements.

NO SMELL11.

 Creates clean, breathable spaces.

HEALTHY12.





 Over thousands of years, lime paint has been

employed for its magnificent results and its utility in both construction 

and painting, especially in the Mediterranean area.

 People, according to popular culture, prepared the paint by baking 

limestone rocks for hours in wood-fired ovens, then they extracted the 

lime and milled and mixed it with water.

 Our ecological lime paint is the result of a desire to reclaim this 

natural method, deeply rooted in the history of Ibiza, where 

limestone abounds. Painting with it keeps the interior and exterior 

walls of houses in perfect condition, creating an effective, sustainable 

and healthy result. 

 We have collected and updated this legacy, formulating a traditional 

paint but with modern technology to provide the best possible 

performance, while retaining its own luminous and mineral 

appearance, absence of harmful volatile organic compounds (VOC), 

with excellent coverage and easy application.

HEALTHY AND SUSTAINABLE



The island 

breathes thanks 

to its abundant 

vegetation. To 

represent the 

characteristic 

green colour, 

we have been 

inspired by 

the numerous 

shades and 

intensities of 

green that this 

wonderful island 

offers us

AIR

The Ibiza 

coastline 

represents 

its geological 

identity;  the 

sand colour 

symbolises the 

beaches that 

border the 

entire coast of 

the island. We 

want to transmit 

the effect of the 

sun’s brightness 

and its golden 

reflections.

EARTH

The red colour 

comes from the 

inspiration of the 

cultivated fields, 

exposing the 

reddish colour 

so characteristic 

of the island, 

which contrasts 

with the 

vegetation and 

transmits the 

wild force of the 

most primary 

nature.

FIRE

The diversity of 

colour in the 

waters of the 

Ibizan sea makes 

this side of the 

Mediterranean 

a unique place, 

which is why we 

have selected 

a characteristic 

blue that 

represents its 

waters. The 

perfect tone to 

feel inner peace.

WATER



SPIRIT

We took inspiration from the 

nuances of Ibiza to create our 

range of colours. Each colour 

represents one of the five 

elements.

The essence of everything, the 

identity of the island, the colour 

white characteristic of Ibizan 

houses, the reason for which 

Ibiza is known as the White 

Island.



                        has created ecological lime paint; FINCA WHITE with  

historical identity and adapted to our modern demands, offering a healthy 

paint for our houses that is respectful with the environment.



Finca white lime paint is ecological because it is composed of aerial 

lime and selected minerals, it does not contain solvents or toxic 

products.

lt is also permeable to water vapor, and since it does not accumulate 

humidity, it enables the walls to breathe,

avoiding serious diseases and generating healthy spaces.

At the same time it is waterproof, as the paint deeply penetrates into 

the porousness of the  surfaces and prevents water seeping through the 

walls, avoiding humidity entering the interior of the house.

These types of paints are very healthy and anti-allergenic as, due to 

their alkalinity, they prevent bacteria or micro-organisms from adhering 

to the surface, thus considerably reducing allergy problems in the home 

caused by mites  and mold. This same quality makes it anti-fungal, 

by not allowing mold spores, algae, lichens and bacteria to establish  

themselves.

 .

In addition, the FINCA WHITE lime paint is resistant to rubbing, and has 

very good behaviour in exposures or adverse environments such as rain 

or hail, is resistant to UV rays and is also flame-retardant. lt is dirt-free 

and odourless as it does not contain volatile substances.



COMPOSITION
Air lime CL90 (UNE EN 459-1 :2001), lime water, water as solvent, micronized marble, 

resin and other additives.

Extract Dry 42,5%

TECHNICAL INFORMATION
PH: 13 ± 0,05

DENSITY: approx. 1,35 kg/l ±0,05 g/cm3

PERMEABILITY TO WATER VAPOUR: factor μ=15 (UNE-EN ISO 7783)

VISCOSITY: 6000 ± 1000 cP (UNE-EN ISO 2555)

FREE FORMALDEHY CONTENT: <0,01 mg/kg (VdL-RL 03)

VOC CONTENT: <1 g/L (ISO 11890-2)

DRYING: 24h (+23ºC, 80% RH)

TECHNICAL INFORMATION

CERTIFICATION

ISO 16000 with best result A+.



For good coverage it is recommended to apply two or three coats. The performance of lime 

paint depends on the application tool and the support on which it is applied. With 1 litre it is 

possible to paint about 4 square meters, two coats.

On any porous surface (plaster, stone, mortars, etc.). It can also be applied on plasterboard walls 

and / or painted with synthetic paint, although breathability is compromised.

It is not recommended to apply it on waterproofed or low porosity surfaces (varnish, plastic, 

metal, etc}.

The paints are suitable for painting all types of exterior and interior walls where a quality finish is 

desired. You can apply with roller, brush or gun.

Lime paint is alkaline. In case of contact with the eyes, wash them immediately with abundant 

water. Keep out of the reach of children.

PERFORMANCE

SURFACE TYPE

APPLICATION

SAFETY

01.

02.

03.

04.



C/. Sant Josep 16

07840 Sta.Eulalia del Rio

Ibiza Baleares Spain

shop@ibizaliving.net

+34 971 338 633

SHOWROOM

C/.San Vicente 16,2º

07840 Sta.Eulalia del Rio

Ibiza Baleares Spain

info@ibizaliving.net

+34 971 332 911

STUDIO

FINCA WHITE  ecological lime paints for indoor and outdoor use are presented in containers of  15,  10 and 5 liters.  

Immediate  delivery of  white  paint and  colors from the chart.

ecolimepaint.com

ibizaliving.net



NATURE IS OUR HOME

This dossier is made with all our care and printed on 100% recycled paper - we hope you like it!


